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Seminar Evaluation Results

Electrohydraulics Components and Systems

2/22/2016 - 2/26/2016

 

# Lowest Highest Average

Content 14 3.0 5.0 4.3

Technical Level 14 3.0 5.0 4.5

Delivery 14 2.0 5.0 4.4

Time devoted to topics was 

adequate

14 3.0 5.0 4.4

Allowed opportunity for interaction 14 3.0 5.0 4.4

Did any part of presentation stand 

out

Very thorough presentation on construction and performance. (1)

Questions during lab were a great help. (2)

Videos, answered questions well/found answers next day. (3)

Allowed us to ask questions during the lecture and laboratory.  Videos were 
helpful. (4)

He was very knowledgeable in his field.  Gave plenty of examples for 
clarification. (5)

The presentation tool was very helpful for delivering the material. (6)

The design concepts were explained well and further analysis was provided 
through control theory without going into the math in much detail, which was 
more than adequate for understanding. (7)

The last two labs of system control. (8)

Detail description on white board. (9)

Custom presentation tool allowed for effective presentation. (10)

I enjoyed his ability to draw on any and all of his slides in multiple colors to 
illustrate his points. (11)

Getting into control methods, dithering, etc., is beneficial and what I wanted to 
obtain from the class. (12)

What improvements could be made I was expecting more controls and simulation, however, I didn't read a preview 
for the class.  I was told to take the class.  I did benefit and enjoy the class. (1)

Too much time devoted to what and not so much of the how.  A little to in depth 
on the different types of valves. (2)

Monotone made some days hard.  Have worked out problems.  Less on "how" 
these hydraulic components are built. (3)

Break long chapter up a little more.  100 slides is hard to sit through.  Give 
more basic information and how to apply. (4)

It was at times difficult to ask questions because it was not clear what we were 
asking the first time. (6)

Focus on system control. (8)

Explain some examples used in the machines on which the participant is 
working.  To relate the knowledge gained to the daily work. (9)

No suggestions. (10)

It would be nice to have access to the short videos for later review when 
looking at the material again. (11)
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What improvements could be made I feel most of the work we did with push buttons, latching circuits, etc., is 
intuitive to most people who already have an engineering education.  I would 
prefer to touch only lightly on those circuits, and focus more on control 
techniques such as dithering. (12)
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Seminar

Seminar Evaluation Results

Electrohydraulics Components and Systems

2/22/2016 - 2/26/2016

 

# Lowest Highest Average

Purpose and goals were outlined 15 3.0 5.0 4.1

Value of information presented 15 3.0 5.0 4.2

Extent to which information met 

your needs

15 2.0 5.0 3.7

Laboratories helped explain lecture 15 3.0 5.0 4.3

Would recommend this course to 

others

15 3.0 5.0 4.2

Would participate in future 

programs

15 3.0 5.0 4.1

Overall Rating4 15 3.0 5.0 4.1

Skills or techniques gained Understanding of valve characteristics.  Fundamentals towards selection and 
control. (1)

I enjoyed learning how to control proportional valves. (2)

Slight better understanding of hydraulic/electric interaction. (3)

General electrical/hydraulic knowledge.  Labs were helpful. (4)

A better understanding of how the selection of different valves (on/off, 
proportional, servo) can impact the systems I am responsible for. (5)

Learned how to identify electro-hydraulic components in a schematic.  I know 
important conderations for having the correct components in a system. (6)

Valve internal designs and application/selection of valve designs were 
beneficial. (7)

Understand hydraulics better and how to implement electro hydraulic control. 
(8)

Understanding different valves and information. (9)

I gained a deep understanding of the different types of valves and what 
applications they would be best suited. (11)

Learned about some valve and pump control methods. (12)

Introduction to Electro-Hydraulic systems. (13)

It could be more tailored to the needs of the group, i.e., more time on 
proportional valves. (14)

System control and adjusting gains. (15)

What part was least beneficial I would have traded some internal construction for more dynamics and 
controls. (1)

The beginning and looking at cross sections of various valves.  A brief 
overview of each type with a focus or tuning, ramp rates and deadbands would 
be perfect. (2)

How the different components are built.  We need more engineering 
applications. (3)

Break up the slides a little more. (4)

Too much review of what was covered in the intro - hydraulics class. (6)
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What part was least beneficial Valve sizing . . . Good information, however, I will not use in my job (embeddes 
SW). (8)

Construction of the valves.  I would like to learn more about the applications 
and control of the valves. (10)

Some of the logic slides about AND and OR functionality seemed unecessary 
and tok up more time than was required. (11)

Heavy focus on electric circuits such as relays and or logic wasn't what I 
expected. (12)

The electrical on/off circuitry. (15)

What improvements could be made Great class. (1)

Chapter 8 was extremely helpful.  It would be great to have a much greater 
focus on that (with much less of the beginning) or offer a shorter class focusing 
on controlling these valves.  The labs at the beginning were very repetitive.  I 
would love to spend more time tuning. (2)

More engineering application (problems).  Labs are trivial, really they are plug 
and chug and don't contribute much to learning. (3)

Notify students that PPE is needed for labs. (4)

Allow more time with the lab equipment to engineer our own solutions to a 
problem. (6)

Although using industrial control valves were excellent in explaining concepts, 
valve designs, etc., there could be more time/effort on the design, selection 
and application of mobile (i.e., cartridge) valves for use in industry.  Deere uses 
cartridge valves in 95% of its products. (7)

More hands-on exercises and additional lab time. (10)

I think there should be more sections added to the labs for people that want to 
explore more and have extra time.  This would be optional material to further 
understanding. (11)

Less on electric circuits and more about dithering.  How much time can it save, 
how do you tune it, etc.  Also, a bit more free-form labs at the end.  Have us 
design models rather than just changing again. (12)

Focus more on system controls of the last two labs. (15)

Other topics Simulations & Controls & Dynamics (1)

More real-world applications of electro hydraulics. (3)

Advanced control algorithms of EH systems. (8)

Modelling and simulation of electro-hydraulic components. (9)

Real-world system tuning of electro-hydraulic system. (11)
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